Thursday 28 May 2015

Xie Xie China
In the two weeks since Charlie first wrote about China, the Shanghai Composite Index is up 12.5%.
Now that’s not a sign of a dying economy in my books! In his article today, Charlie explains why
we’ve all got it wrong on the Asian story and why playing local resources is NOT a good way to play
China.
Also in the Switzer Super Report today, we’ve got two fund management gurus! First, Wilson Asset
Management’s Geoff Wilson lists four companies to buy in what he sees as an overvalued market,
and Investors Mutual’s Anton Tagliaferro explains why you need to take a look at Ausnet in
his Fundie’s Favourite.
Penny Pryor examines whether or not the new float from Greenstone is a goer, Buy, Sell, Hold – what
the brokers say has upgrades for Coca-Cola and Westpac, and Tony Negline looks at the benefits of a
corporate trustee for a sole member SMSF.
Sincerely,

Peter Switzer
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Ausnet – an excellent utility option for your
portfolio
by Anton Tagliaferro
How long have you held the stock?

What do you like about its management?

We have held the stock for around two years.

Ausnet’s management is the most conservative in
the regulated utility sector – it has the lowest gearing
in the sector at 68% and because of this the company
has been given an A- credit rating by the ratings
agencies.

What do you like about it?
Ausnet (AST) is the largest owner of essential energy
infrastructure in Victoria with over $12 billion invested
in gas/electricity distribution and electricity
transmission.
This is essential infrastructure, such as poles and
wires, which power homes and businesses and the
pipelines which provide natural gas for your stove and
heater. Essential infrastructure such as this cannot be
replicated easily, due to economies of scale, and
therefore the impact of any potential competition is
limited whilst providing a recurring, defensive and
regulated earnings stream.
Ausnet is an attractive and consistent income
producing stock, thanks to its ability to grow its
regulated asset base over time, which allows the
company to grow its earnings and distributions over
time.

Management have also done a great job growing the
regulated asset base over time, which has grown
around 8% annually over the past five years. This is
expected to continue growing in the future and thanks
to this the company will be able to increase
distributions to shareholders in the future.
What is your target price?
All things being equal, we would expect the share
price to reach $1.60 within the next year or two.
Is it a liquid stock?
Ausnet is a liquid stock as it is a top 100 stock.

How is it better than its competitors?
Ausnet owns essential infrastructure and so it has no
real direct competitors. Because of this, the majority
of its returns are tightly regulated, but this also helps
produce a very predictable earnings stream.
Outside of regulation, Ausnet also has the opportunity
to compete on unregulated projects, where the scale
of its existing asset base and high level of experience
provides a significant advantage over smaller
competitors.

Source: Yahoo!7 Finance, 28 May 2015
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Buying the Asian perspective – MPEL and Crown
by Charlie Aitken
Key points
Playing “China” through Australian resource
stocks is not truly playing China: it is playing
“iron ore”, “oil” or “coal”.
Since May 14, the Shanghai Composite Index
is up 12.5% and the AMP Capital China
Growth Fund (AGF) up 21%.
Macau casinos could be cheap if consensus
negative earnings revisions are ending.
Consider Melco Crown Entertainment (MPEL)
or Crown itself (CWN).
Invest in Australia for income – the rest of the
world for growth.

I last wrote specifically on Chinese equities on the
14th of May. Since then the Shanghai Composite
Index is up 12.5% and the AMP Capital China Growth
Fund (AGF) up 21%. Hope you all bought some.
Let’s just update ourselves on year-to-date Chinese
and China facing equity index performance in
Australian dollars.

I spent the end of last week and the weekend in Hong
Kong and Macau, meeting with a wide variety of
institutional investors, hedge fund investors, family
offices and investment bank/brokers. The timing of
the trip was very good as it coincided with further
massive upward price action in Chinese equities,
which has relative and absolute ramifications for the
region.
Chinese focus
Quite frankly, there was only one topic in Hong Kong
last week and that was Chinese equities. Fair
enough, the benchmark Shanghai Composite Index
was up 8.3% last week alone, with Friday’s trading
volume in China a staggering US$310 billion. Yes,
US$310 billion. Tuesday’s was US$348bn!
These moves on huge volume do attract a
disproportionate amount of investor interest:
short-term traders want to be part of the action,
long-term investors are scrambling to increase
underweight exposure, and everyone else is
scratching their heads.

Clearly buying Australian resource stocks or New
Zealand dairy stocks for leverage to “China” has not
been the right approach this year. In fact, those
stocks have broadly had an inverse correlation to
Chinese mainland equities this year.
To benefit from the strength of the Chinese stock
market you simply had to own Chinese equities, not a
third derivative as such.
The real China play
Most Australian investors are still playing “China”
through Australian resource stocks. That is not truly
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playing China: it is playing “iron ore”, “oil” or “coal”.
In fact, many of the hedge funds I spoke to in Hong
Kong were actually using Australian resource stocks
as short funding vehicles for rotation to pure play
mainland Chinese exposure. That is a popular trade
that has worked very, very well this year.
As it was explained to me, that short/long bet is about
betting on the drivers of Chinese GDP growth moving
from fixed asset investment to consumer spending as
incomes rise. There is also a consensus view that
Australian miners have all overestimated Chinese
steel production growth, yet are maintaining supply
growth despite this clear overestimation of steel
production growth. A couple of people I met were
adamant that Chinese steel production had already
peaked at 800mtpa and was actually heading down.
Those people also believe the seaborne iron ore
market will be oversupplied for at least the next
decade.
Either way, everyone is entitled to their opinion and I
certainty ran into no lack of them on my trip. And I
used to think I was outspoken!
What does dawn on you in Hong Kong is how spoiled
for choice regional investors are. At this moment in
time, where the consensus view is the Australian
dollar/US dollar has further downside and the broader
ASX200 is “growthless”, this is to Australia’s
detriment. There is a broad acknowledgment that
Australian equities have a yield advantage over the
region, but considering regional investors can’t value
franking credits, that yield advantage is far less
significant than in the eyes of an Australian investor
who can value franking credits.
I came away feeling that Australian equities, not just
resources, were being used as an underweight
funding vehicle for higher growth rotation in the
region. Global investors appear happy to forgo
Australia’s yield advantage to get greater leverage to
growth in the region. So far this year that strategy has
worked well for them.
Let’s just remind ourselves of year-to-date
performance in US dollars of major regional Asian
markets

Australian and New Zealand equities are the big
underperformers in US dollar terms this year and it’s
hard to see what changes that if my view about the
Australian dollar /US dollar cross rate heading below
70 US cents proves right as the year progresses. No
doubt the ASX200 could advance to 6000 and
beyond, yet, in US dollar terms, the associated
currency fall would negate that move in US dollar
terms.
My summary would be I didn’t feel any pressure on
Hong Kong based investors/traders etc to cover
underweights/short funding bets in Australian
equities. They seemed comfortable in the positioning,
particularly due to the fact their regional
overweight/longs were adding large absolute and
relative alpha. To see broad underweight/short
covering in Australian equities, I suspect you’d have
to see a large correction in Chinese equities. At this
moment in time, I don’t think that’s likely.
The sector play
At a sector specific level, the most interesting
conversations I had were about the Macau casino
sector. A number of hedge fund operatives I respect
believe the short trade in Macau casinos is “over”
and it’s now a matter of working out the right timing
to go long. Some had already started to build long
positions to dip a toe in the water after a 50%
correction in most Macau names.
The long Macau theory is based around the fact when
good news comes (or more accurately no more bad
news), you won’t have time to buy these stocks as
they will all gap 20%. That’s probably good thinking
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and the general view is we are at the bottom in
Macau sentiment with the stocks far more susceptible
to unexpected good news.
We all know what’s happened in Macau: a Beijing
led corruption crackdown has decimated the VIP and
junket businesses leading to severe negative
earnings revisions. That’s a known fact – well
illustrated by the chart below of consensus Melco
Crown Entertainment (MPEL) vs. consensus CY15
EPS estimates (red line). EPS estimates have halved
and so has the share price.

Interestingly since I was last in Macau three years
ago, the place has grown enormously. I was actually
stunned by the growth on the Cotai Strip and a
seemingly dramatic increase in domestic airlines at
the airport. This was no ghost-town: far from it.
No doubt Macau was a short-term victim of its own
success, with Beijing cracking down on corruption
and obvious signs of corrupt wealth. That, in my view,
is a short-term hiccup in what will be a long-term
growth story.
In a market where everything else Chinese consumer
facing is going bananas (rate cuts), I tend to think
Macau casinos are cheap. It’s a contrarian idea and
it revolves around a core belief that consensus
negative earnings revisions are ending right now. I
will only know if I am right about that in three to six
months’ time, but the way markets work, I want to
place the bet now (pardon the pun).

However, the last month hasn’t see any consensus
downgrades, which is interesting and it could well be
that EPS is bottoming right now.

Remember, it was only 12 months ago that Chinese
equity indices were as friendless as Macau casinos
are right now. Below is a 1yr overlay of the Shanghai
Composite Index (green) and MPEL (blue).

The same appears evident for Sands China (HK
1928).

And Galaxy Entertainment Group (HK 27)
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What to buy
For those of you who have missed the Chinese equity
rally so far, or are trying to play China through
Australian resource stocks, I encourage you to BUY
MACAU casinos. If I am right and the tide turns, these
pure play Macau names could have 100% upside,
just like the Shanghai Index itself did from recent
lows.

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

Melco Crown Entertainment (MPEL) just announced
a $500m (5%) share buyback and that’s the one I’d
be buying.
If your mandate or capability doesn’t allow you to
directly invest offshore, then your first port of call
should be Crown Resorts (CWN), owner of 33% of
MPEL.
Crown (CWN), as somewhat of a Macau derivative,
has been a volatile ride this year. However, I stand by
my view that Crown will have a “2” in front of it as the
rewards of its heavy regional capex program are
reaped over the next five or so years.
If I am right and Macau bottoms, the Australian dollar
keeps falling and Chinese international tourist
numbers continue to rise structurally (buy SYD), then
Crown will be a growth stock in an Australian market
where large cap organic growth is getting harder and
harder to find.
Crown’s forward FY15 P/E has dropped to 16.9x and
FY16 P/E to 16x. That is effectively an ASX200
market multiple for Crown, which I think is
undervaluing the medium to long-term growth
potential versus the ASX/S&P 200.
In summary, after being in Asia, I remain a firm
Chinese equities bull, broadly uninterested in
Australian resource stocks, a firm Australian
dollar/US dollar bear and a contrarian bull on Macau
casinos and Crown Resorts (CWN).
If nothing else, the trip absolutely confirmed my view
of investing in Australian equities for income, and the
rest of the world (ROW) for growth.
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4 standout stocks in a fully priced market
by Geoff Wilson
Key points
Blackmores has experienced strong sales and
Mayne Pharma Group has recently acquired a
new drug.
Recently listed fleet management and
diversified financial services company Eclipx
Group Limited (Eclipx) is also attractive.
Salary packaging and novated lease
administrator Smartgroup Corporation Limited
(Smartgroup) faces some positive catalysts.

We have spent the past two weeks visiting our WAM
Capital (WAM), WAM Research (WAX), WAM Active
(WAA) and Future Generation Investment Company
(FGX) shareholders. We have received a lot of
questions about the current market and many of our
investors are nervous about its direction.
Investors’ apprehensions are well founded as equity
valuations are full despite some signs the domestic
economy is strengthening. There are still
opportunities to be found in the market – our current
picks are Blackmores Limited (ASX: BKL), Eclipx
Group Limited (ASX: ECX), Smartgroup Corporation
Limited (ASX: SIQ) and Mayne Pharma Group
Limited (ASX: MYX).
Blackmores Limited (ASX: BKL)
Blackmores Limited (Blackmores), one of Australia’s
largest vitamin and supplement producers, has been
operating in Australia for 80 years and has expanded
its presence in Asia in recent years. The company
has a strong management team and is growing
rapidly as it successfully expands into Asia. We
expect earnings per share growth to be over 60% in
2015, driven by the strong demand from Asia.

Source: Yahoo!7 Finance, 28 May 2015
The clear signs of that growth were reflected in the
recent third quarter update with sales growing by 42%
to a record level and earnings before interest and tax
rising 104% on the same period last year. We expect
the company to post a strong full year profit of $42
million.
Blackmores is well positioned to continue to increase
sales in Australia as well as to expand throughout
Asia, reduce costs through greater economies of
scale and consolidate its customer base through
e-commerce.
Eclipx Group Limited (ASX: ECX)
The recently listed fleet management and diversified
financial services company Eclipx Group Limited
(Eclipx) is also attractive. Its primary revenue model
is to fund, lease and manage motor vehicles on
behalf of a diversified customer base in Australia and
New Zealand. The company’s management team is
highly respected and given its track record at
Flexigroup we are confident they will perform in their
new roles.
Eclipx is well placed to continue to win market share
due to its superior technology and IT platform and
new product innovation. The company will also
deliver material cost synergies by restructuring their
funding arrangements, which will lower the cost to
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income ratio and increase margins.
Eclipx recently delivered an interim net profit after tax
(NPAT) result of $23.8 million. The result was driven
by strong growth in revenue and a reduction in costs.
The company remains on target to exceed its
prospectus forecast of $47.0 million in financial year
2015. In the 2016 financial year we expect further
organic revenue growth, growth in receivables,
slightly lower cost of funds and an improved cost to
income ratio. We also expect to see further synergies
coming through from acquired businesses and growth
in the commercial equipment financing start-up
business.
At the time of writing, Eclipx shares are trading at
$3.19 having climbed 39% from the offer price of
$2.30. We participated in the IPO and have acquired
more shares since, as we are confident the company
will continue to perform well in the medium term.

Source: Yahoo!7 Finance, 28 May 2015
Mayne Pharma Group Limited (ASX: MYX)
We are also closely watching pharmaceutical
company Mayne Pharma Group Limited (Mayne
Pharma), which acquired anti-acne drug brand Doryx
for $50 million in February this year. Following the
acquisition, the company established a specialty
brand division consisting of a 66-person sales team.
We believe management will successfully leverage
the sales team and marketing channels to drive
higher weekly sales of Doryx than the previous
owners.
There is also the potential for Mayne Pharma to
launch new dosage levels of Doryx to further expand
its market share in the acne treatment market. The
company also stands to benefit from the continued
decline in the Australian dollar as the majority of its
earnings are in US dollars.

Source: Yahoo!7 Finance, 28 May 2015
Smartgroup Corporation Limited (ASX: SIQ)
Salary packaging and novated lease administrator
Smartgroup Corporation Limited (Smartgroup) faces
some positive catalysts, including outsourcing trends
from government, contract renewal, acquisition
opportunities and positive earnings momentum. We
think the company can grow earnings by 17% in the
2016 financial year, which puts it on a price to
earnings ratio of 10.
Both Eclipx and Smartgroup are exposed to
regulatory risk, however we are of the view this has
subsided for the short to medium term. In particular,
the recent federal Budget made no material negative
changes to fringe benefits tax in respect of cars.
Instead the government supported the sector through
the immediate deduction for small business expenses
up to $20,000.

Source: Yahoo!7 Finance, 28 May 2015
Just remember, a healthy level of scepticism is
particularly important in a mature bull market,
although investors still have some opportunities to
find value.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Buy, Sell, Hold – what the brokers say
by Switzer Super Report
In the good books
Credit Suisse upgraded Coca-Cola Amatil (CCL)
to Neutral from Underperform. Buy/Hold/Sell 3/4/0
The broker’s channel checks reveal repeat
purchases of Coke Life are probably short of
expectations. Investors are warned to be cautious
about anticipating a positive earnings surprise for
either the half or full year. But Credit Suisse upgrades
to Neutral from Underperform, given the fall in the
share price recently.
Citi upgraded Mirvac (MGR) to Buy from Neutral.
Buy/Hold/ Sell 4/2/1 Citi believes concerns
surrounding macro prudential policy are important but
unlikely to slow down developer sales significantly.
Moves to curtail investor activity are expected to
affect the established house market more than new
housing.
Deutsche Bank upgraded Westpac (WBC) to Buy
from Hold. Buy/Hold/Sell 3/2/3 The fall in the share
price over the last six weeks is unjustified in Deutsche
Bank’s view, given strong fundamentals and a first
half that was only slightly weaker than expectations.
Regulatory issues appear manageable and over time
the broker expects asset/liability re-pricing should
protect returns.

Citi downgraded Oroton Group to Sell from
Neutral. Buy/Hold/ Sell 1/2/1 The company has
revealed the second half will incorporate a loss with
the unwinding of promotions combined with
disappointing results at Gap and Brooks Brothers.
FY15 earnings guidance is around $4.5 million. Citi
forecasts a recovery in FY16 to $7.3 million, which
remains a 26% downgrade to prior forecasts. The
broker lowers the rating to Sell from Neutral, given
the expensive valuation and lack of visibility on an
earnings recovery.
The above was compiled from reports on FNArena,
which tabulates the views of eight major Australian
and international stock brokers: BA-Merrill Lynch,
CIMB, Citi, Credit Suisse, Deutsche Bank, JP
Morgan, Macquarie and UBS.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

In the not-so-good books
Deutsche Bank downgraded Evolution Mining
(EVN) to Hold from Buy. Buy/Hold/Sell 4/1/1
Deutsche Bank believes the Cowal acquisition
improves the investment thesis because of better
earnings and increased free cash flow and provides
greater relevance for global investors. Further details
are expected on the upside from the acquisition but,
given the stock’s strong run and incorporating the
equity dilution, the broker downgrades.
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Could Greenstone be a goer?
by Penny Pryor
Key points
Insurance related company Greenstone plans
to raise $809.7 to $984.2 million in an IPO
next month.
The current owners – Hollard Investments
B.V. and the Casey Trust – will collectively
hold between 42.0% to 42.6% of the
outstanding shares at the time of listing.
At the high range of the indicative price range
it could be a little expensive, so it’s worth
waiting to see how it performs on listing.

The latest prospectus to hit the market could turn out
to be the biggest float of the year so far. Greenstone
is an insurance company, and its parent South
African based Hollard Investments, is looking to raise
$809.7 to $984.2 million in an IPO next month.
First, let’s clear one thing up. Greenstone doesn’t
call itself an insurance company, but a company that
“designs, prices markets, distributes and administers
personal insurance producers,” i.e. it white labels
other insurer’s products to sell to people.
The good thing about that is that it does not have the
same level of risk as an insurer would. All the claims
risk is underwritten by third party insurers including
owner Hollard, Hannover re and Swiss re. But it does
deal in insurance products, so it is an insurance
company of a sort.
You may not be familiar with the name Greenstone
but you probably know Real Insurance, Guardian
Insurance, Prime Pet Insurance and Australian
Seniors Insurance Agency. You may have also heard
of Choosi – an insurance comparison website. All
these brands are owned by Greenstone, which says it

has a “top two market share” in the Australian direct
life insurance distribution market.
The offer
Details are below (notes can be found in the
Greenstone prospectus on its website).

The current owners – Hollard Investments B.V. and
the Casey Trust – will collectively hold between
42.0% to 42.6% of the outstanding shares at the time
of listing, and will enter into voluntary escrow
agreements until two business days following the
release of the Company’s FY16 results (in August
2016).
Hollard investments intends to be a long term investor
in the company and states in the prospectus that it
intends to retrain its shares until at least two business
days following the release of the company’s FY17
results (in August 2017)– a full 12 months after the
voluntary escrow.
Existing key executives will also hold between 2.5
million and 3.1 million shares.
Accessing the offer
It might be a little difficult to access the IPO unless
you have a good relationship with a participating
broker (which includes Macquarie, JB Were, Bell
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Potter, Ord Minnett, Wilson HTM and JP Morgan), as
there will be no general public offer of shares.
There is also a priority offer, open to ‘select
investors’ by invitation only and a general employee
retention plan.

The bottom line
The prospectus says that directors intend to target a
payout ratio of 40% to 55% of Adjusted NPAT,
“which is a measure of reported NPAT adjusted for
non-cash basis changes and price adjustment
revenue as well as certain other non-recurring items”.
It’s not huge, but it’s something. And although
owner Hollard says that it plans on being a long term
investor, that doesn’t rule out a sell down post the
2017 results if not before.
On forecast FY16 earnings (NPAT) of $138.1 million,
the company would be on a PE of between 15.5 and
19.0 times for the indicative share price range of $2 to
$2.50. That compares to a forecast FY 16 PE of 16.8
for iSelect, which Greenstone says is its main
competitor in the insurance comparison website
space (but not the product space) and a forecast FY
16 PE of 20.3 for Medibank.
So it’s probably a little on the expensive side at the
high end of the price range and might be worth
waiting to see how it trades upon listing.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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The best way to structure your SMSF
by Tony Negline
Key points
A corporate trustee structure is possibly best
for single member SMSFs, as no other
directors are needed.
For estate planning purposes, binding death
nominations are critical but so is creating a
company constitute in your corporate trustee
that facilitates the right person, or people,
becoming directors of the corporate trustee
once you die.

One of our readers, a widow, has asked some great
questions about her super fund.
She is the sole member of her fund and at the
moment, the two individual trustees of this super fund
are herself and her sister. She has two younger adult
children who currently have no involvement with the
fund.
She wants to know about the trusteeship of her super
fund, especially individual versus a corporate trustee,
as she has been advised to replace her sister with a
corporate trustee.
She also wants to ensure each child receives 50% of
any money in the super fund if she were to die.
Alternatively, she speculated that maybe “it might be
wise to sell shares over a time frame rather than on
death”.

one of those trustees must be the member and the
other must be a relative of that member or someone
who doesn’t employ the member.
Obviously our reader’s sister is her relative so all
appears to be in order there.
In relation to corporate trustees, I’m a big fan. The
major reasons I prefer a corporation is that they are
simpler and will almost certainly be cheaper for most
people.
One advantage of this structure for sole member
funds is that you can have a sole director company
with the SMSF member as that director. This
removes the need to have another trustee.
A small tip – once the company is in place, consider
paying the ASIC fee 10 years in advance because
they give you a good discount on the normal annual
fee and it removes the need to pay another bill every
year.
However the steps in moving from individual to
corporate trustees can be a bit painful and sometimes
you can incur some costs. Hopefully, your fund’s
administrator can provide guidance and assistance
and will also let you know their costs. You can also
follow the steps here.
If you own shares then your broker or share registry
will want to charge a fee on changing the trustee. If
your fund owns any real estate then a lawyer will
have to organise changing the property’s title and
have that stamped.

Individual versus corporate trustees
Death benefit payments
As noted our reader has two individual trustees in her
super fund – herself and her sister. Under the super
laws, a sole member SMSF that doesn’t have a
corporate trustee must have two individual trustees –

I’ll assume our reader will be receiving a pension
from their SMSF when they die. I’ll also assume that
her daughters are no longer dependent on her.
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When that pension commenced, the taxable and
tax-free components – expressed as percentages –
will have been determined and these never change
for the life of that pension.
When a super fund member dies, the fund is given a
period of time to pay a death benefit out and any
capital gains on the assets aren’t taxed because a
pension was being paid at the time of death.
The tax-free portion of the death benefit is always
paid out tax free.
The taxable portion is taxed at 15% plus the Medicare
Levy if it’s paid to non-dependants (that is, our
reader’s daughters).
A handy way of dealing with this issue is to sell super
fund assets tax-free and take lump sums out before
death and hold these assets in your own name and
distribute via your Will or pay it to beneficiaries before
death.

An important question is who will inherit your
company shares as the shareholders might have the
ability to meet and appoint replacement director(s)?
If our reader gave the shares in the trustee company
equally to her children and, assuming they have a
good relationship, then they can organise the
appointment of replacement director(s), the sale of
any assets in the super fund and the equal
distribution of the super fund’s assets to each other.
All sounds so simple … assuming her surviving
children get along!
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

So we need to know the taxable/tax-free split of the
pension and the amount of capital gains in the
pension’s assets to work out the best way forward
here.
We also need to make some assumptions about how
much CGT might be paid if the assets are taken out
of super and held personally prior to death.
The next issue is how to ensure her children receive
50% of the super money each on her death and
arguments or controversies are avoided.
A good starting point is a Binding Death Benefit
Nomination, which nominates your beneficiaries and
the percentage of the benefit they’re entitled to
receive.
But the main issue is who controls the fund? The
answer to this depends on the type of trustee your
super fund has.
With individual trustees, it’s the surviving trustee.
With a single director corporate trustee it will depend
on who has an ability to appoint a director (this will be
in the corporation’s constitution). It might be your
legal personal representative – that is your executor.
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What to do about a fully priced property trust
sector
by Questions of the Week
Question: You recently answered a question
regarding the NAB capital raising. Is there
anything we specifically need to know if we are
looking to offload our exposure? That is,
excluding market fluctuations, is there any benefit
to selling before the issuance of new shares and
therefore avoid the dilution of new shares at the
discounted price?

needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

Answer (By Paul Rickard): No, in a pricing sense,
the dilution occurs immediately – the market fully
factors it in (this is why NAB shares today are trading
at a discount to their pre rights price, approx. $33.34
versus $35.50).
Now that trading in the NAB rights has ceased (which
provides some downward pressure), I think you might
see NAB’s share price improve in a relative sense.
Question 2: In Monday’s report “Super Stock
Selectors – Origin, Magellan Financial and
Telstra” I note that Paul is quoted that he does
not like Dexus (and property trusts), however, it is
in the model Income Portfolio. I was of the belief
that there should be some diversification in this
field.
Answer 2 (by Paul Rickard): My apologies, I didn’t
express this very well.
What I was trying to say is that I think the property
trust sector is now fully priced – and on a relative
basis, feel that this is one of the least attractive
sectors to invest in.
I don’t disagree with your point about diversification –
and that is why I am keeping it in the portfolio – but
on an underweight basis.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
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